
         3. It is expressly agreed that, if any covenant, condition, restriction hereinabove 

contained, or any portion thereof, is invalid or void, such invalidity or voidances shall in no 

way affect any other covenant, condition or restriction.

The real property conveyed by this deed (hereinafter referred to as the "Premises") shall 

be subject to the following covenents, conditions, restrictions (hereinafter called the 

"restrictions")

           1. No HUD manufactured home or manufactured home constructed on 

an attached steel structure requiring transport to the Premises shall be placed 

on the Premises for use as a residence or a dwelling, temporarily or 

permanently.
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          2. No animals, livestock or poultry of any kind shall be raised, bred, or kept on the 

Premises for commercial purposes.
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Additional Deed Restrictions  

 

2000 sq ft ranch style minimum 

2500 sq ft 1 1/2 story minimum 

2800 sq ft 2 story minimum 

2 car attached garage on all style homes minimum 

No structures or buildings of any nature may be placed in the narrow strips which attach these 

tracts to Urbana Woodstock Pike. 

 

Pond tract may only be sold & attached to an adjoining property 

 

Deed Restrictions on the pond tract will be as follows 

No structures of any nature may be placed between any adjoining tract to the North, East or 

South of pond tract which would impede the view of the pond from these tracts. 

No plantings of any nature may be placed between any adjoining tract to the North, East or South 

of pond tract which would impede the view of the pond from these tracts. 

More particularly the tracts intended are; 

2.101 Ac tract O.R. 577, P. 4466,  

1.863 Ac Tract O.R. 575, P. 2093, the current plantings between the pond tract & the 

aforementioned 1.863 Ac Tract is to be removed as this tract has been sold and new owner is to 

eliminate current nuisances which required plantings to screen same from neighbors,  

1.742 Ac tract O.R. 576, P. 4239, 

2.097 Ac tract O. R. 576, P. 4239,  

2.053 Ac tract O.R. 582, P. 467, 

3.205Ac Tract out of 47.981 Ac. Tract O.R. 536, P.3228,  

4.186 Ac Tract out of 47.891 Ac Tract O. R. 536, P. 3228 

 

I am providing two copies of shared use drive agreements, one is the parameters I set, the other is 

a copy of an attorneys interpretation of my parameters which I placed on another property I own. 

They both are a reflection of a final draft I will have an attorney prepare. 

 

I will also provide an easement to the 2.097 Ac Tract which relates to (ordinary and 

common) open space yard use and maintenance of grounds across the narrow strips attaching the 

2.053 Ac Tract, 3.205 Ac Tract, and 4.186 Ac Tract to Urbana Woodstock Pike.  

Beginning at the 2.097 Ac Tracts southeasterly most point which is the current point of this tracts 

ingress egress easement allowing the 2.097 Ac Tract access to the shared use driveway, thence 

north to Urbana Woodstock Pike.  

Nothing in this easement will permit the obstruction in any way shape or form from any of the 

tracts which are providing the easement to have free and clear access across this easement for 

any reason deemed necessary by those property owners.  

They also will not give up their right to maintain these easements if not maintained to their 

satisfaction by the owners of the 2.097 Ac Tract. 

 



I will provide the same type of easement to the 2.053 Ac Tract between the east property line of 

it's main body to the shared use driveway which will include an ingress egress easement to 

access the shared use drive at a single point of their desire. 

 

I will provide the same type of easement to the 3.205 Ac tract between the easterly property line 

of its main body to the shared use drive including an ingress egress easement required to attach 

to the shared use drive at a single point. 
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